Chapter 3. Writing and Editing
are Human Endeavors
Web:
Note:
tosh
If you believed that editing involves nothing more profound
than correcting typographical errors and changing words or

about helping our authors to communicate clearly with their au

sages may be challenging, but their
thors, because writing is a

endeavor, and most authors are

can such an activity
Effective Onscreen Editing, 3rd ed., Copyright 2016 Geoff Hart
(http://www.geoff-hart.com/books/eoe/onscreen-book.htm)
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their ally in the struggle to communicate. Editors and authors
working together achieve synergies that neither could achieve
they lack the necessary distance from their manuscript; as ex
perts in the concepts they want to communicate, authors have

relationship is clearly a human relationship, and editing is clearly
engage in mutually respectful dialogues with our authors.
editing as any editing done us
will eventually be printed or will remain forever on the comput

gy to facilitate communication, not as an end in itself. In using
this technology, we must go beyond facilitating editorial tasks;
we must also make it easier for authors to respond to our sugges
tions.
er process. Find ways to account for the needs of those who are
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keep their needs in mind.
An evolving situation:
ic details in this chapter will be outdated or even obsolete
focus on general principles that will work in all contexts.

Encouraging Dialogue
for simultaneous revision of manuscripts by several people or
itor at two large research institutes, I could sit in front of an au

dialogue into an exchange of messages, often separated by con
manuscript using handwritten letters sent by surface mail. Al
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though this approach still

the give and take that is part of

true discussion; in a discussion, the author and editor can imme
compromises.
In the time since I published the second edition of this book,
the situation has improved for authors and editors who work at
laboration environments that let multiple people work separately
or simultaneously on the same document.

Real-time, long-distance
collaborations

capitalization preferences, implementing style guidelines such as
lists of words to be italicized, and other basic copyediting chang
but not any actual discussion.

comparison of alternatives, and consensus. In that context, you
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discussing what you propose to do and then doing it so that you
the best way, for example, to develop the outline for a complex

•
•

Appoint someone to guide and focus the conversation.
see it.

•
ment.
•
•
have been resolved.
the system on your own, possibly with some assistance from a

Guiding the discussion
As is the case in any meeting, someone should guide and fa
suring that participants take turns rather than talking over each
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culty that online meetings can remove most of the social cues
the meeting includes a video component so that participants can

Controlling access to a document:
letting multiple individuals modify a document simultane
ously. Anyone who wants to modify the document should

tail throughout this section.
uploading the document to a central repository such as cloud
ipants an invitation to participate that includes a link to the doc
part of the communication channel or channels that everyone

on the screen or will be prevented from participating fully in the
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Displaying the manuscript

text messages addressed to all meeting participants, the software
that supports this typed discussion will be open in a second win
taneously see the document and monitor the discussion. Each
time a change is implemented, the implementer then updates
they can see the results of the revision.
ware, the easiest solution is to simply display the manuscript as
com to display all or part of a manuscript that has not yet been

after,
ment.
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inal document with little or no loss of formatting. For complex
develop workarounds for any problems.

discussion continues.
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ware lets meeting participants “check out” the document; only
the person who has checked out the document can modify it.
document again, thereby making it available once more for edit
ing by the next person who receives permission to check out the
been checked in.
have reached consensus, the chair should ensure that every

Such an approach will remain valid for the foreseeable fu

cient than dedicated approaches that do the work for you. It also
places control of the manuscript in the hands of one person, so
even though the other participants can propose changes, only
sult from the lack of automation also cause a certain punctuated
rhythm to the editing process, and the delays can be annoying.
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Finally, the approach may prevent the use of some features of
such as revision tracking and the ability to display comment bal
loons. Chapter 12 presents several suggestions on how to cope

around the same computer, sharing the same display, and tak

ing viewed and possibly edited simultaneously by the author, the
editor, and other participants in the writing and revision process.
features that are integrated with the document, though the fea
Note that in this description, I have implicitly assumed that
changes will be made during the meeting and discussed before
discuss only the changes during the meeting. Provided that the

approach can also work well.
page for this chapter.
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As in any meeting, preparation is
the key. All participants should review the manuscript be
fore the meeting and summarize their thoughts in writing.
should be done before the meeting so as to avoid wasting
and pasted into a chat window or the document.
Discussing, implementing, and displaying changes

graph level to prevent simultaneous changes or software that
of collaborating is to discuss the changes, someone should guide

works best, since that focuses the attention of all participants on
a single change. In the context of this book, the editor is most

using the tools could also lead the discussion and implement the
changes. It is, after all, their manuscript.
In terms of how to discuss the changes, there are three
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is worse in an online collaboration because some or all partici
pants may lack the visual and other social cues that help groups
what people are saying than it
use the aforementioned revision protocol to guide the discussion
in such a way that everyone has a chance to comment, unin
may be appropriate, with the chair dictating the order of par
crophone”.

choice between these methods depends largely on the editing

advantage of providing a wide range of options, many of which
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among participants because the interaction feels less technolog
backs that are unavailable in chat, particularly if you have access
to some form of videoconferencing that lets participants see

ideal. For example, participants who are looking at the screen
while talking appear to be avoiding the eyes of listeners, where
not simultaneously read or modify the document. Nonetheless,

•
a suggested revision is particularly good, the chair can sim
ply copy the text into the document. If participants have
can paste that information into the chat window at an ap
results from typing long texts and making everyone else wait
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•

•

Complex sentences or concepts are easier to examine and
understand in writing. In a spoken conversation, it would be
necessary to break them into smaller, more digestible chunks,
which is slow.
Chat software allows
that let participants brain
the primary discussion.

•
very useful if it becomes necessary to review the rationale for

•

•

contexts, this record can be essential for legal reasons.
Participants who are shy or reluctant to participate in person
may take advantage of the partial anonymity provided by
not having to look their colleagues in the eyes and may par
ticipate more.
In our increasingly international and multilingual work en
vironment, chat improves participation by those who have
meeting.

•
participants.
•
participants who have not typed up their comments in ad
vance, the discussion can take a long time.
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•
video provide.
•
ting on their smartphone knows, the lack of these cues in
an adversarial situation.
•
collaboration and a sense of partnership.
•
Spanish countries, the connection established by voice con
lationship.
•
ing speed, particularly when a skilled chair enforces the revi
sion protocol to guide the conversation.
•
ten communication provides more time to read, understand
propriately to a statement.
•
consensus and implementing the changes.
•
record of what was discussed.
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•
•

In a multinational, multilinguistic, or multicultural context,

mind speakers to slow their speech, enunciate more clearly
than usual, and repeat or summarize key points.
•
but particularly in the early stages of a collaboration, care

nel or a voice plus video channel lets you take advantage of all
and this makes it easier to strengthen the collaboration. Simulta
neously, someone who has been appointed to keep the minutes
can type them directly into a chat window for everyone to see,
thereby creating a record of the discussion and providing text
that can be copied and pasted into the manuscript. For exam
er participants who only have a phone or computer microphone
and participants who have computers with or without a camera,
so they can see and hear each other if they have the appropriate
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feature is that the software automatically moves the image of
whoever is currently speaking to the center of the screen; thus, if
Software options
Collaborative editing is increasingly being integrated with
the conceptual model that guided word processor design was de
rived from solitary writing, not group collaboration, so collab
orative editing tools remain somewhat primitive and many feel

gestions.

sions reinforce the feeling of partnership and help authors and
editors to see each other as allies rather than adversaries. For this
reason, try to develop an approach in which you encourage au
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with which they disagree. In this manner, you can explain your
that other readers are likely to encounter the same problem, and
propose one or more solutions; in turn, the author can explain
what they were trying to say, and you can adapt your suggestions
to help them accomplish that goal.
in theory, but authors and editors are human, and vulnerable to
noyances, prejudices, fears, and a measure of unfamiliarity or
tors. An author may never learn to like us, or we may dislike an

authority to overrule authors, and even then, we must use this
feelings, must tactfully point out and explain problems, and must
suggest solutions that let the author feel their voice is appreci
the value of editing, and encourages them to work with us in a
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For a comprehensive discussion of this form of cooperative
review, including a much broader discussion of project manage
ment tools and human management issues, read

A Standard Process

in this process should be familiar to experienced editors, but if
that choice. Each step solves an important problem, and skip
goal of the process is to ensure that you understand what is re
paid fairly for the work you do.
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Determining your pay rate

ever, some workplaces treat editing as a cost center and charge
methods used to determine this chargeback vary widely, talk to
the appropriate manager at your workplace to learn the details.
some insights into pricing that will inform your relationship with
that manager.
Editing should bring us pleasure and intellectual satisfaction,
but it must also earn us a living and should never be our sole
ly limited number of hours, and that number decreases steadily,

spending time with a loved one, reading a good book, or trav
cost of a thing is the amount of what I will call life which is re

check the page numbers in a layout or rack my brain rewriting
a document from scratch, an hour of my life will cost them the
copyediting, and substantive editing. Except in cases where you
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their approach.
really need the work, or must compete with editors who are will

this predicament involves learning what clients are willing to pay

and local groups of editors such as the Editorial Freelancers As
places to learn this information.
work, then you can
example, when I began working with many authors in China,
Chinese budgets were far below those in North America, par
ticularly for graduate students. Because I wanted to work with
these authors, I accepted less money for my work in exchange
for the pleasure of establishing an ongoing relationship with
you particularly enjoy and could never obtain if you charged
your standard rate; literary editing is a good example, as this
er compensations, such as the satisfaction of helping authors tell
a memorable story.
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1.
Include the cost of your taxes, medical and other insur
2.

hour
clients if you can charge other clients more or work more hours

research, money to pay for your next computer or software up
rent or Internet fees, divide those expenses by the number of
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hours you expect to work annually and add that to your hour
ly cost.
reality. For example, the numbers I chose were simplistic to facil
assumes you can realistically generate this much paid work, and
resulting rate may be well above what local clients are willing or
not that the numbers are precise, but rather that it gives you an
feasible.

I work with many of my clients on this basis, but some prefer a
estimate that will earn the desired hourly rate, we must learn to
estimate how long jobs will take and thus, how much to charge
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•
•
productivity. Although many rules of thumb exist, these rules
are too general to be useful because they cover a wide range of
editors and a wide range of projects. As a result, these numbers

our productivity is to track that productivity for long enough to
obtain a good feel for our ability to handle a range of jobs. For

wide variety of clients and types of work. As a result, I have a

no substi
on which to estimate editing times, ignore the rules of thumb re
ask to see a copy of what you must edit before you commit to a
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identify both the good and the bad parts, then edit a few pages
of the worst parts to estimate how long this work will take. From
should be easier.

Simple tracking: I track my productivity simply, using
the times and use that information to calculate how long
many programs available to automate the process. Check

to pay us a fair rate for the job, they should agree to pay based

evitably encounter some manuscripts that take longer than ex
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pected, and earning a slight bonus for jobs that are easier than

pass along the savings to the client and thereby encourage them
to work with me on an hourly basis in the future. Insisting on a

Initial negotiations
Getting started: Although I provide some good tips on
how to manage your relationships with authors, this is not
a book on how to run a business as an editor.
the fray with her book
.

-

with a clear understanding of what the author expects. Based on
form to meet those expectations. Never rely on nominally stan
dard terms such as
editing involves; naïve authors often specify something as unin
formative as
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clauses. A clear and detailed description of our work is far more
•
writing to improve clarity, this editing ensures that the or
intended message, and that the text and any graphics work
contains no internal contradictions and is consistent with the

to resolve.
•

focuses on issues related to grammar, usage, spell
style guide. It also involves checking the
consisten
cy of these aspects and of facts
the manuscript, but
or references.

tion clearly explains exactly what you will and will not do rather
other details, such as the style guide the author expects us to use
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cessor as the author, thereby eliminating potential incompatibil
ities, but if not, we should propose a method for identifying and
solving any problems. Graphics formats are particularly prob

tive format of the program used to create them, describing any
ument that we can then edit using revision tracking.
ware used to create them, or does the author want to make cor

ments, but prevent really thorough substantive editing. Chapter

chapter.
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Contracts are not optional
how you work, who pays promptly and with no fuss, and whose

solve the problem with minor fuss and bother and no hard feel

our existing understanding of the nature of my work.
er working without a contract, and the archives of the Copyedit
that could have been eliminated by means of a simple contract.
At a minimum, a contract represents a straightforward de
scription of the entire nature of the work we will do and rep
es the results of the preliminary negotiations before the start of a
job, and explicitly states the basis for calculating the cost and for
payment of the invoice. If human communication were always
clear and precise, and free of subjective considerations and as
sumptions, such a statement might never be necessary. But given
the fallibility of such communication, a written statement of in
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goal of creating a contract is to eliminate misunderstandings so
you can work productively together, not to club a recalcitrant
fact that swarms of lawyers earn a lucrative living resolving con
tract disputes should be a clue that we cannot entirely eliminate
Do you need a lawyer? For large and expensive jobs, or
for any situation that seems likely to become adversarial,
contract. If you do mainly smaller jobs, the expense may
far outweigh the income you can expect to earn. In that
case, asking a lawyer to draft a standard contract you can
use for most of your work is a reasonable compromise.

with respect and pays for our work. It also ensures that if the
scope of the work changes, we can insist on compensation for
any new work, and can specify our understanding of the ex

exhausted, stressed, or unfamiliar with the nature of our work.
A contract educates them and thereby protects us against misun
Never begin work on a project, no matter how lucrative
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tute proof of an intended contract, but proving what someone
this area is likely to be evolving. A printed, signed, and witnessed
contract is still your best bet for any large or expensive job. Even
written and signed statement counts as a legally binding contract
glish spoken by editors, and what seems to us to be clear wording
violate local regulations designed to protect both parties. In a

that you have done for an author is copyrighted in your name
until you receive payment for that work and transfer the copy

that they not use your writing. In some cases, sending a copy of
you have not been paid and that use of any of your edits rep
resents a violation of your copyright will encourage an author
to pay; publishers fear the costs of a lawsuit resulting from their
publication of
work without your permission.
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If an author is publishing their own work, as is often the case
with corporate clients, a good lawyer can obtain a court judg
ment that forces the client to withdraw any copies of your work
from circulation, often at great expense to the publisher, and
may even be able to obtain punitive damages from a sympathet
an undesirable reputation among potential clients, it can be ex
pensive to pursue such legal action, and the outcome is not guar

Initial and subsequent edits

rect the major problems, and a second time to correct anything
through our editing. In more demanding jobs, we may need

possible, let some time elapse before the second pass. For exam
day after the initial edit, since experience has shown that this
gives me the necessary critical distance to approach the manu
script with fresh eyes and lets me spot errors I would otherwise
have missed. In addition, the delay gives me time to ponder what
that helps me focus more intensely on communicating the right
meaning.
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lancers must often forgo.
agree with all of our edits. Sometimes this is because they sim
we guessed wrong and made a change that altered the meaning
to emphasize our willingness to work with the author to explain
why a seemingly unnecessary change was necessary, or why we
misunderstood the original wording badly enough to introduce
an error through our edits. If
you return an edited manuscript to the author, explain that they
should never reject an edit without clearly understanding why
we proposed that change, and that they should feel free to dis
cussion time when you estimate the cost of a job.

Saved work and backups
Computers and the software that infests them remain unre
liable tools. Both the operating systems and the word processors
we use as our primary tools crash occasionally, and the only solu
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ure software to automatically save your work and create backup

doing all the work you performed since the last time you saved
the document.

what you need to know to develop a successful backup strategy.
Ad hoc backups:

whenever you feel the need to create a backup, whether af
ter a couple hours of work or at the end of the day.
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Particularly in the middle of the editing cycle, you may ex
•

The original manuscript the author submitted:

•

•

, the edited version becomes
.
A copy at the end of each work session: For long and
complicated edits or when it may become necessary to re
ing system can do this for you. For example, I can duplicate

•

comes
ically numbered
and so on.
A copy before beginning complex work: Before I be

over again without having to undo all those changes.
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•

Any revised manuscript received from the author:
vised” to the name.

the
Recent Files
the File
ing one in the Windows menu or the Apple
Save As

option should also display the

ment” article in their knowledgebase.

Final edits
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manuscript for a last review. Needless to say, if you want to do
this, include the time in your estimated cost.
any unclear comments or to negotiate alternatives to our sug
gested changes, we can assume that the author accepted all
our edits or inserted comments to explain why they rejected a
we suspect that the author will disregard some changes with
out understanding why we proposed them or asking us to ex
manuscript with our edited version to see what they missed or
for manuscripts with implications for human health and safety

tify where an author
Checking on the author:

im

about doing everything right and we obsess better than
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Follow-up

involves keeping in touch with the author to maintain a friend

on their manuscript. In my experience, the willingness to treat
an author as something more than a supply of cash repays itself

Archiving
submitting your invoice, since it becomes necessary to return to

iting problem or style issue for a past client, read an old manu
before we can tackle a new job, or simply review our own work
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I became a freelancer, my archives of old manuscripts also pro
vided a valuable source of contact information for past clients, a
Archival information should include all correspondence with
an author during the course of our work, as well as copies of any
correspondence, contracts, invoices, and other relevant informa
edge that may prove useful in future dealings with a client. Such

messages into a word processor document for ease of reference.
Include both types of copy in your backups.
sometimes ask us to either destroy all copies of our work or to
protect that work so that only we will be able to see it. For exam
ple, I once worked for a client whose manuscript involved con
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encryption software such as AES Crypt to protect the informa
into the wrong hands are serious, we must take correspondingly
serious measures to protect ourselves and our clients.

Communication and File-exchange
Issues
Even if we do most of our work on the computer, there are
biggest one involves communication with our authors, which
lem involves how to transfer manuscripts between author and
seem to make much sense to exchange them with our authors on
paper, but there are reasons why this might sometimes be neces
authors over the Internet.

Communication

friendly manner, but at a minimum, in a professional and mu
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Getting to know each other

author who seems disorganized or evasive sends a strong mes

Reaching a mutual understanding
assume that you and the author understand each other based
solely on an initial discussion.
summarize this discussion

experts in our profession, but most of the authors we work with
are experts in
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can do if we disagree strongly with their choices is to insist po
uscript.
Who’s responsible?
understand their role in the editorial process. Although we

and thereby introducing a preventable error into the man
uscript.
Solving problems

for many editors to learn is to take responsibility for our errors
to absolve ourselves of blame. But when we did do everything
right, and the author still blames us for a problem, we need to
try to make things better without defending ourselves so strongly
that we alienate a client. Often, the best approach is to steer the
conversation to a discussion of how we can make things better
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simply need to vent steam and get over their stress, and provid
Arranging payment
always be the payment date and the penalties for late payment
payment deadlines in your invoice, and send a polite reminder

no excuse other than incompetence for late payment. For other
ing on our rights; the penalty fee may not be large, and is unlike
ly to be large enough to make it worth the risk of alienating the
to you and to avoid letting clients take advantage of you, but
think carefully about how hard you can insist without endanger
ing your relationship.
Relationship management
to keep in touch periodically so they know we still exist. At a
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of any other important holidays your client may observe, such

searched and stored copies of Chinese, Finnish, French, Greek,

terial they sent you, and contact them within a day or two if

advance than to simply return work late, with no explanation.
impending absences or busy periods. For example, I warn all
my key clients of my annual vacation one to two months in ad
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pack, take care of the pets, clean house, pay bills, stock the fridge
for my return, and so on.
Similarly, if I receive enough advance warning to know that
schedules to send me work before or after that busy period with
the minimum possible disruption. It may also have the salutary
they send me more work shortly after I contact them.
Obtain at least two e-mail addresses: Because your
main service provider may occasionally be unavailable,

ture lines, and remind clients to use your second address if
they tried contacting you from the primary address and re
ceived no reply.
call, and each individual has their own preferences. Busy peo
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nervous people often prefer a phone call because they can inter
legalistically inclined people may prefer a fax or registered letter
to prefer text messages on their smartphones. No one method is

me how many people prefer to assume they know what a client
wants so they can avoid asking; many end up with an unpleasant
surprise when it turns out they guessed wrong.
that our clients may be scattered around the world; I current
ly have clients and colleagues on every continent except Antarc

has sometimes been necessary, and in that case, it helps to know

ference of 1 hour later if your client is east of you, and 1 hour
ter your current date and time and learn the corresponding date
and time anywhere in the world.
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Pay attention to time zones!
own time zone and carefully translate that into your own
time zone.

At the start of this section, I noted that there are reasons why

issues we need to be aware of so we can protect ourselves.
If security is important, take appropriate precautions to pro
that can damage the software components of your computer,

vertently transmit such malware to a client after it has damaged
our computer. At a minimum, every computer connected to the
•

Antivirus and antimalware software:
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•

sophisticated than commercial software and is more likely to
have been targeted by malefactors.
•
or
that lies between your computer and its connection to
the Internet.
between the developers of ways to break into computers and
those who try to defend us against such intrusions. Be vigilant!
Security for travelers:
airports and border crossings have the right to impound
and inspect your computer and any data storage media
some countries, such as China, this is a particular risk, but
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E-mail problems
Apart from conscious attempts to cause us harm, the most

tries to automatically complete addresses as I type, I occasion

while looking up the client in our address book rather than sim
helpfully completes addresses as you type, consider creating dis
for easily confused addresses. Another trick I use is to keep a
simply select that message and reply to it, thereby eliminating
the need to type the address.
Another problem relates to the ongoing backups of data

our main protection against the occasional disasters that strike
by anyone other than us and our client, those backups are a bad
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manuscript if they happen to be bored, unethical, or corrupt.
as they travel over the Internet between our ISP and that of

clients will recommend or provide an appropriately secure solu
tion.
If the client does not provide or propose a solution, it may
to use utility software such as AES Crypt to encode the docu
ment in such a way that only someone with the correct password
can decrypt the document and read its contents. If that level of

for example, you can use the Protect Document
er, many free or inexpensive utilities exist for cracking these pass
words. A nice compromise between that weak protection and a

ularly nice feature of this software is that the developer provides
free decompression utilities you can ask your client to install.
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•

File size:

•

Attachment formats: Because some viruses can be trans
for

Files received by e-mail:

•
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the author both use software that supports this option, more

or two.
issues I discussed in the previous section, you may need to inves

popular choice, though they may be too expensive to use on an

Secure transmission of passwords
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telephone your client and communicate the password orally or
send it by fax.
Passwords everywhere: If you install a router or other
model can use that password to access to your network. Any
sense making this easy. A strong password is at least eight
characters long, and preferably a mixture of letters, num
bers, and characters found above the number keys. Avoid
words found in a dictionary or in publicly available infor
mation about you, such as your birth date. Of course, the
me, you have trouble remembering the dozens of pass

E-mail alternatives

computers. A common method is to establish a
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called

Virtually private:
impossible to intercept information as it is being transferred
between the two computers.
If you only occasionally need to take advantage of this tech

•

•
delete them.
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•
or a paid service with high security and various business op
tions.
Storage durations: If you use such services to transfer

ate these services, but given that their business depends on
their integrity, such services are generally a safe bet.
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